
Superior Performance for LNG 
Carriers.

LNG carriers continue to increase in size and capacity.  As 

a result, the performance and reliability of main propulsion 

boilers has become even more critical to successful voyages.  

Today, more and more of these boilers rely on the HXG burner 

from John Zink Hamworthy Combustion.  The HXG burner 

delivers the superior performance of an oil/gas dual fuel 

burner — acknowledged as the best performing marine burner 

of its type — plus the peace of mind that comes with being 

proven in over 500 marine installations worldwide.

Key Features

++ Highly stable flame with premix/outermix gas nozzle 

arrangement

++ Low O2 and high intensity combustion

++ Low NOx emissions

++ Compact flame geometry

++ Ultra–high turn-down

++ Single or dual fuel operation

++ Suitable for standard and low–sulphur marine residual and 

distillate fuel oils

++ Extremely low atomizing steam consumption

++ Extensive reference list

++ Supervision and commissioning service

++ Compliance to all major classification societies

++ Worldwide support, spares and aftermarket service

Tailored variants of the HXG burner are available for today’s 

reheat, ultra–steam turbine LNG carriers.
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Proven Ship and   
Offshore Solutions.
For more than a century, the Hamworthy 
Combustion®, Coen®, Todd® and John Zink® 
brands have stood for the most advanced science 
and technology in marine burners and combustion 
applications onboard ships and offshore 
installations.  

Today, as part of John Zink Hamworthy 
Combustion, we combine our technological 
expertise, vast resources and industry experience 
to provide the world’s most advanced selection 
of innovative steam generation and specialized 
combustion solutions.  From complete steam-
power generation modules to waste-gas 
incineration and standard marine oil burners, we 
offer complete systems and ancillary products, all 
designed to deliver optimal environmental and 
economic performance.
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With thousands of installations, John Zink Hamworthy Combustion is 

a world leader in gas and oil combustion for the marine and offshore 

sector; delivering technological expertise, design excellence, practical 

application and quality research and development with proven 

performance. Today, we continue the advancement of combustion 

technology to meet existing and emerging challenges in marine and 

offshore markets around the globe.

Ancillary Equipment

++ Direct high energy spark igniters

++ Flame scanners (dual UV/IR type)

++ Valves

++ Controls

++ Instrumentation

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

Our extensive Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
capabilities ensure proper flow and temperature 
distribution for optimum burner efficiency.

Flame Scanner

The HXG burner is fitted with state–of–the–art flame scanners for 
increased reliability and performance. 

HXG Burners

Our burners are manufactured to ensure the highest quality 
standards, and designs are tested in our exclusive research and 
development center, the largest and most advanced testing complex 
in the industry.


